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About This Content

Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven: Part Two continues your story as you escape Nightfall with your new group of survivors in search
of a safe haven. Continue your story from part one, or skip right to the new chapters with a new character!

With three brand new chapters and another 310,000 words, Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven is now more than than 900,000 in total!
That's 32,000 words each time you play Part Two alone, and more than 72,000 for the full game. Given the number of paths
from beginning to end, you can have a unique story every time and still never see all there is in Zombie Exodus: Safe Haven!

 Grow your group to as many as 20 characters, with 12 of them as romantic options.
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 Become leader of the group or let another survivor take the lead.

 Expand your skills, train other survivors, or receive training from them.
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I would like to play more similar games, I liked it, but the aggressive music slightly distracts from the pleasant picture, I
especially liked the drawing of small characters. Thanks to the developers, I had a nice few minutes for half a dollar.. I've had
my casual fun with Fruit Ninja and wanted something more realistic and stumbled on Katana X.

I've never done tameshigiri practice in real life but this tatami challenge is fantastic! It forces you to concentrate on your form.
In Fruit Ninja you can be quite sloppy but player in Katana X needs higher precision.

The fruit challenge is much much harder than Fruit Ninja. I do wish there was one more challenge something like bamboo that
was in between the fruit and tatami, maybe bamboo.

One downside- sword behaves glitchy on the Vive esp. when you miss your target during tatami practice. When the sword is
stuck-it can flicker like crazy.. +: Tennis - Wow! Amazing! \\O\/
-: Ping Pong - \tThis ping pong needs option that allow to turn racket 90 degree relative to controller by its axis. (like racket
position in "Eleven").\t If you want play most realistic ping pong - "Eleven" is better.. I couldn't finish the game as my "Save is
corrupted", which apparenlty is a bug that was never patched. So unless you intend to play the game in one sitting, just forget it.
Too bad, because it's really a good game otherwise.... Don't like how it always says you are playing it when it's not really a game.
Other than that it works great
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best game ever. It's an ok mini game, considering I do an average of 115 wpm I like to try games like these to mess around with
others but the game modes are a little meh, there's variation but meh. For a couple of bucks, sure, why not lol.. It's essentially a
tech demo of what a full VR museum could be. But it's free and worth your time to experience on it's own. I can't wait to see
what they make next.. Mibibli's queat is an amazing, retro style action platformer that has little bits you'll remember and love,
big chunks of brand new insanity, and a whole lot of Mibibli. If you want a game, this is a game. Play it.. This game when I first
saw it wasn't the game I thought it was, but when I started it, the joymeter went to from 10 to 100 in 2secs. It's really refreshing
from that kind of games (tug of war), upgrades, combos, ressources, all those adds to this game a nice touch. The concept of
using caterpillars is actually pretty cool, the skins are funny at times (like the hippy one), they make look caterpillar like real
predators and badass! The levels, well it's a tug of war, what do you expect from a tug of war map? else than a straight line.
Bosses are quite long, still not challenging yet (just spam with 125 cost of legs then gg). Sometime challenges for the golden
flowers (bonus in missions) are nearly impossible. Available in nearly any possible language (even japanese!) it is really easy to
play and learn, I could give this game to a 6years old kid and he could play it easily. Haven't tried the multiplayer yet but I think
it's pretty much the same but with all upgrades unlocked.

Overrall i give this game a 9.5/10 would fap again -IGN
Seriously recommend it.. This game is funny. I think one of the things that it really has going for it is its sense of humor; be it
the snarky wit of the main protagonist, the wacky array of supporting characters, or just the self-aware exposition, this is an
objectively funny game. It's a tongue-in-cheek parody game filled with nerdy references, and the game rewards you for
recognizing them. Not to mention, the story is quite absorbing -- after playing for awhile it became hard to stop -- despite the
fact that the game certainly does not take itself too seriously, it's difficult not to get wrapped up in the world building and story
arch.

That being said, this game is a whole lot of story, a whole lot of jokes, and a whole lot of amusing exposition. That is to say, it's
really, really talky. This isn't inherently a bad thing -- but one of my main criticisms is with the way that the frankly epic
amounts of written information was handled. It would have benefitted greatly from voice actors, and considering the 1st game
was very nicely voice acted, I found the sudden change jarring (despite the fact that even that was a in-joke about sequels).
Voicing the cast would have made me feel less like I was reading an interactive sci-fi\/fantasy picture book, and more like I was
playing a video game. However, if it was impossible to have gotten voice actors for the sequel for whatever reason, then this
game very much needed some other way of breaking up all the talking into easy-to-follow chunks. Just having the character's
name there above the dialogue box wasn't enough for a smooth gaming experience. Something such as a logo for each character
next to their name, a change in font color for each character, or a musical theme (when applicable) associated with each
character to indicate when they are speaking would have been helpful.

All in all, this is a funny, absorbing game -- depite what seem like budgetary issues with the voice cast not returning, I would
very much recommend this game to anyone who likes an engaging parody story.. Being a man of more than a few years I
remember and loved the old Sentinel. Although feeling a bit striped down and a slight change to the rules, it has not lost the
tension and occasional frantic activity. This is one of those rare, simple but great games. Recommended to all those puzzle
lovers who enjoy a bit of tension.. Terrible. Absolutely terrible. Game does not work.
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